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This report covers developments in the New Zealand mountains from 
May 2008 to June 2009.

The Darran Mountains in Fiordland National Park continue to be New 
Zealand’s pre-eminent destination for alpine rock development. Richard 
Thompson, Dave Vass and Richard Turner furthered their contribution 
to a wealth of new routes in the Central Darrans with a second line on 
Patuki’s north face. The route is six pitches, grade 20 and unnamed. Two 
very high quality new routes were added to the north face of Mt Moir. Nick 
Craddock, Murray Ball and Milo Gilmore completed a six-pitch climb, 
named Vindication, grade 25, on the right hand side of the face. Sarah 
Adcock and Kester Brown finished off an old aid route in the middle of the 
face, adding three pitches to what is now an all-free route: El Braveth goes 
at grade 25. Ian Brown and Tom Williams made the probable first ascent of 
the north-east ridge of Mt Madeleine in February over two days. The pair 
encountered fresh snow and rock gendarmes that made for difficult travel 
on the upper ridge. They bivvied at 1400m and thought the route would be 
about grade 3 on the Mt Cook scale.

The Mt Aspiring Region whilst eternally popular, new alpine route de-
velopment in the past year has been limited to just one line on the west 
face of Mt Aspiring. Pride of the Hotaka was climbed in January ’09 by a 
Japanese team comprising Takeshi Tani and Masayoshi Kohara. It is a 
direct line that tackles the upper headwall of the face directly and is graded 
AI5, M5.
Motivated Queenstown Region locals have continued to pluck new 
gems from the south side of the Remarkables Range. During winter ’08, 
Aaron Ford and Rupert Gardiner climbed a new line on the west face of 
Double Cone. They called it Sumo. It’s an eight-pitch mixed line graded at 
M6. Dave Bolger and Reese Doyle established one rock route during the 
summer months. After Glow is on The Telecom Tower and is grade 18. The 
early stage of the ’09 winter season has already seen one new mixed line 
put up in the same vicinity, unnamed as yet. The first ascensionists were 
Sally Ford, Aaron Ford and Tony Burnell. Over in the Lake Alta Cirque, 
controversy over bolting raged briefly, but was swiftly quashed with beer 
and sensible conversation. Subsequently, the rock route Judas Goat had two 
direct pitches added and was rerouted in its upper reaches to create a high 
quality addition to the DB Eh Buttress.

Aoraki Mt Cook and Westland: new route activity has steadily slowed 
in the high Alps in the last few years, grinding almost to a complete halt in 
the last year; just two notable additions to the peaks surrounding the upper 



Fox Glacier Neve. The first was by Australians Garry Phillips and Simon 
Young, who added Super Styling to the south-west face of the west peak of 
Mt Haast, mostly ice, and grade WI3, Mt Cook 4+. The second is a pos-
sible new ice route on the south-west face of the Bismarck Peaks, entailing 
eight pitches of moderate ice climbing, put up by Tom Wilson and Steve 
Dowall. Further south and on the other side of the divide, in the Huxley 
Range, Tony Clarke and Andrew Somervell climbed the south face of the 
rarely visited Gilkison Peak from the Ahuriri/Hunter col. The route is 
grade 2 on the Mt Cook scale and was almost definitely unclimbed before 
this ascent.

On North Island, Daniel Joll and friends climbed some new mixed routes 
on the Cathedral Rocks and around the Tukino ski field, Mt Ruapehu, in 
September ’08. The routes consist of mostly vertical rock and ice terrain 
and are all one to two pitches in length.

199.  Simon Young on pitch two of Super Styling (WI3, Mt Cook 4+), south-west face of 
Mt Haast, upper Fox Glacier Neve. (Garry Phillips)

200. West face of Double 
Cone, Remarkables 
Range, showing the line 
of Sumo (8 pitches, M6) 
climbed by Aaron Ford 
and Rupert Gardiner. 
(Aaron Ford)


